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IN CASE YOU DIDN’T KNOW...
WE  

 JOHN GREENE - Turtles All the Way Down - out October 10, 2017

"This is my first attempt to write directly about the kind of mental illness that has affected my life since
childhood, so while the story is fictional, it is also quite personal," explains Green.  The main character, Aza,
is a 16 year old searching for a missing billionaire (big reward $$$) while also facing her own mental health
struggles.  You can hear the author read the first chapter aloud on youtube. (google it)

………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………..

AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT: JEFF ZENTNER
Zentner, Jeff. Goodbye Days. Crown Books for Young Readers, 2017. 416 pages
Carver’s three best friends, Blake, Eli, and Mars, are killed in a car accident over the summer - an accident
involving a text message Carver sent.  Now, Carver is facing his senior year alone in his grief and pain.
Carver’s parents try to help, his sister encourages him to start therapy, but it’s clear Carver is all tangled up
inside.  Enduring an investigation into the accident, dirty looks from classmates, biting words on facebook,
plus his own broken heart, it’s a gift when Blake’s grandma asks him to spend a day with her celebrating
Blake with a goodbye day - Carver is the only friend left who really knew Blake, and Blake’s grandma wants
to feel close to him one more time.  Carver reluctantly agrees, and the day ends up being a tonic for their pain.  Soon, the
families of his other friends hear about the goodbye day and while they recognize the deep connection Carver had to their
lost loved ones, not everyone is ready to let Carver into their lives.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys; fans of realistic fiction, emotional drama, laws around texting and driving
RATING: 4.8 out of 5 stars - painfully relevant and important messages for teenagers and adults - love the big sister, the
therapist, and the fact that the parents have a bigger role than in most YA - main character is complex, written well
TOPICS & THEMES: loss, texting and driving, survivor’s guilt, therapy, family, friendships, technology, healing, loyalty
Zentner, Jeff. The Serpent King. Tundra Books, 2016. 384 pages
Dill and his mom are broke, living in rural Tennessee while his father, a Pentecostal minister known for
snake handling, is in prison for sex abuse.  Dill knows that staying in Tennessee is toxic for him, but he just
can’t allow himself to dream of escaping, not when he has his mom to care for and no money to get him
anywhere, anyway.  His two best friends, Lydia and Travis, are loyal despite rumors about Travis and his
father. Lydia is an internet sensation whose ticket out of town will be college.  Travis, on the hand, happily
works at his father’s logging company.  The three navigate life in the Southern sticks together, cheering
each other on through poverty, abuse, bullying, as well as shopping trips and long conversations.  But
sometimes friendship isn’t enough to conquer personal demons. Then something terrible happens that forces Dill to reset
his priorities and recognize he just might have the power to shed his past.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys; fans of realistic fiction, stories about family drama, small town life, friendships,
overcoming obstacles, bonds of friendship, faith
RATING: 4.9 out of 5 stars - magnetic character development with deep and real pain, intense turning point scene
TOPICS & THEMES: religion, small town life, sex abuse, reputation, friendship, shame, hope, hero’s journey, secrets,
father-son, family loyalty, faith

SPECIAL TOPIC: The Complexities of Race in America

“Part of the reason for low levels of committed support could be that many Americans don't really know what the movement is about. Just 12 percen
of whites and 33 percent of blacks say they understand its goals "very well." And just 6 percent of whites and 20 percent of blacks think it will be
"very effective" in helping blacks achieve equality.”  (Pew Research Center, 2016)

Statement from the Indianapolis Colts Players, Sept. 2017, R
 E: kneeling during the anthem: As NFL players, we have a platform....Our intention
was to raise awareness and continue critical conversations about real equality, the injustices against black or brown people, police brutality, respec
unity, and equal opportunity.  Our players are hurting, our people are hurting, our neighborhoods are hurting, and kneeling was a direct response to
that hurt.

Comes out October 17, 2017...

Stone, Nic. Dear Martin. Crown Books for Young Readers, 2017.  224 pages
Justyce is a black student in his senior year at a mostly white prep school in Atlanta. He is also a star
student, on the debate team, and headed to college.  When he gets a text from his drunk ex-girlfriend who
is in crisis on the side of a road, Justyce knows he shouldn’t get involved, but he’s a good guy, so he goes
to help her.  And then things start to spin out of control: cops come, accuse him of hurting her, handcuff
him, take him in, and hold him with basically nothing against him.  Justyce can’t help but wonder if the
situation would have been different if he were white, and he begins writing letters to Martin Luther King, Jr
as he tries to process what it means to be black in America today.  With his debate coach encouraging conversations
around race in the classroom, Justyce struggles as his increased awareness makes him less tolerant of the underlying
racism in some of his relationships, including with his mother, who would definitely not approve of his feelings towards a
white classmate.  And then tragedy strikes, and Justyce is left feeling powerless and questioning whether MLK’s approach
to racial inequalities will work for him.
AUDIENCE: HS guys and girls; fans of ripped from the headlines stories, contemporary social issues and race relations
RATING: 4.6 out of 5 - super topical - everything is poured into this book: police brutality, guns, racists, poverty, KKK perhaps almost too much, but sometimes we need to be hit over the head - lots of entry points into difficult conversations
TOPICS & THEMES: Black Lives Matter, pro-justice movement, black teens shot, race relations, prejudice, revenge,
voice

Movie in the works...

Thomas, Angie. The Hate U Give. Balzer + Bray, 2017.  464 pages
On the way home from a party, Starr witnesses her childhood playmate, Khalil, fatally shot by a police officer.
Khalil is black, the police officer white.  Now, Starr is the silent eyewitness, and her entire existence is in
upheaval.  Starr has lived between two worlds for years, growing up in Garden Heights, a mostly poor, black,
gang-active neighborhood, while attending school at Williamson Prep, a suburban private school where she
is one of two black students.  Now the whole city is touched by Khalil’s death, and tensions are brewing in
Garden Heights, with curfews and National Guard and protests and looting. Her father, Maverick, is facing
tensions with his old gang life while defending the family store.  With so much on edge in Starr’s neighborhood, emotions
leak over into her school life, where she faces racial tension with a friend, and she keeps secrets from her white boyfriend.
As her worlds collide, Starr must decide how far she is willing to go to defend Khalil, her family, and her entire race.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys; fans of ripped from the headlines stories drama, realistic fiction, race
RATING: 4.8 out of 5 – super compelling, engaging, current, topical – wide appeal, important conversations, a little long
in parts but absolutely worth reading
TOPICS & THEMES: race relations, violence, family, loyalty, Black Lives Matter, pro-justice movement, identity, police
brutality, activism

RELATED READING...

Tyler Johnson Was Here – Jay Coles – Out March 2018 - Black teenager’s twin brother shot is by police at a party.
Ghost Boys – Jewell Parker Rhodes – Out April 2018 - Black boy shot by police meets ghosts of other victims like him.
How It Went Down – Kekla Magoon – Pub. 2015 - White man shoots black teenager, thinking he is witnessing a crime.
All American Boys – J. Reynolds, B. Kiely – Pub. 2016 - White teenager sees family friend beat up a black teenager.
Into White - Randi Pink - Pub. 2016 - Black teenager prays to Jesus to be “anything but black” and wakes up white.
March - John Lewis - Graphic novel series written by Georgia Senator and Civil Rights Leader about March to Selma.
Waking Up White - Debby Irving - Pub. 2014 - Fifty year old white woman realizes her life of white privilege.

RACE, REFUGEES & IMMIGRANTS
Abdel-Fattah, Randa. The Lines We Cross. Scholastic, 2017. 400 pages
Michael is a regular kid growing up in Australia, hanging out with friends and spending weekends involved in
anti-immigrant protests with his parents.  And then Michael meets Mina, and he is spellbound by her beauty
and her whole personality.  But Mina is Muslim and a refugee from Afghanistan,and she represents
everything Michael’s family is protesting. Things are not going well for Mina at her new private school, and as
Michael questions his privileged upbringing and narrow family beliefs, Mina knows her allegiance is to her
family, who has sacrificed so much for her to have a better life.  As Michael and Mina’s eyes are opened to
new thinking, they have to decide which lines they are willing to cross.
AUDIENCE: HS guys and girls; fans of realistic fiction, stories about immigration issues, starcrossed love stories
RATING: hard to rate because I am not done yet, but it’s good so far!
TOPICS & THEMES: immigration, family loyalty, racism, refugees, race relations in Australia, Islamophobia, xenophobia
Gratz, Alan. Refugee. Scholastic, 2017. 352 pages
Three fictional stories of refugees.  Isabel and her family are fleeing Cuba in the 1950s, crammed onto a
ramshackle boat, sailing toward Florida in hope of a better life.  Mahmoud and his family escape Syria in the
1990s after their apartment building in Aleppo is bombed, armed only with their cellphones and heading for
Germany.  In 1939, Josef and his family board a German ship called the St. Louis, with dreams of landing in
Cuba and then moving to the US. All three families face harrowing journeys where their status as refugees
brands them and haunts them. Survival is not guaranteed, but desperation makes the risk of the journey the
only choice for these refugees in search of a place to call home.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS guys and girls; fans of survival stories, realistic fiction, current events, social issues
RATING: 4.6 out of 5 stars - super compelling and then drags a bit in the end - powerful parallelism across the storylines
TOPICS & THEMES: refugees, Syria, Cuba, Holocaust, SS St. Louis, wet feet/dry feet policies toward refugees
Uwiringiyimana, Sandra. How Dare the Sun Rise. Katherine Tegan Books, 2017. 304 pages
Subtitled Memoirs of a War Child, this is Sandra’s life story, from a family oriented childhood in the African
Congo to surviving the Gatumba Massacre at a UN refugee camp in 2004, and then eventually resettling in
Rochester, New York.  The journey to America is slow, filled with poverty, danger, and loss, and then life in
America is, according to Sandra, a whole different kind of war zone: language barriers, bullying in American
schools, and racial tension. As Sandra realizes she has not dealt with her past and is still haunted by the
loss of her sister, she is honest in her portrayal of her struggles. She grows into a passionate activist for her
people, singing and creating art and speaking up about her tribe.  Sandra’s reflections and observations on the
complexities of race in today’s world are poignant, specific, and sad.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls; fans of true stories, stories of strong women overcoming obstacles, immigration stories
RATING: 5 out of 5 - the voice is honest, insightful, reflective - text is informative and entertaining without overdoing it
TOPICS & THEMES: UN refugee camps, resettlement, Gatumba Massacre, Congo, Rwanda, race relations
Zoboi, Ibi. American Street. Balzer + Bray, 2017. 336 pages
At sixteen, Fabiola Toussaint moves from Haiti to America to live with family in Detroit.  With her mother
detained by immigration during the move, Fabiola starts a new life with her mom’s sister, Matant Jo, and
her three larger-than-life cousins, Chantal, Princess, and Primadonna.  She prays for her mom’s safety,
setting up a small Haitian altar in her room to find strength. She also begins attending an American high
school, making friends, getting a weave, and dating the sweet but flashy Kasim. Over time, as she grows
more street smart, it becomes clear to Fab that her aunt’s job isn’t necessary legal and Donna’s boyfriend
Dray is shady and Pri’s hiding something. Then an FBI agent makes secret contact with Fab, offering a
deal to get her mom out of detention in exchange for information that will take down her cousin’s gangster boyfriend.  Fab
is in deep before she even knows what she's into, blindly driven by her conviction to reunite with her mom.  She also
realizes just how crazy some of "the s*** you do for family" really can be.
AUDIENCE: HS girls and guys;  fans of realistic fiction, gritty city life, HS and gang drama, cultural assimilation
RATING: 4.8 out of 5 stars – compelling characters, fierce loyalty, deep build up, lyrical prose
TOPICS & THEMES: mystical fiction, Haiti, vodou, family, pride, loyalty, poverty, crime, immigration, Papa Legba

2017 TITLES - HIGH SCHOOL PROTAGONISTS
Alexander, Kwame. Solo.  Blink, 2017. 464 pages
Blade Morrison has just a couple of months to make it to high school graduation and the start a new chapter
in his life with his girlfriend, Chapel. Growing up in the shadow of his famous musician father’s addiction, the
loss of his mother, and his older sister’s awkward public attempts at finding fame, Blade’s life is
complicated.  While he can’t deny his own musical talent, he also knows he wants to break free from the
embarrassing Morrison family name.  Then his father decides to stage a comeback, which somehow
involves crashing Blade’s high school graduation speech, the latest on a long list of humiliations his father
brings upon him.  When Blade’s girlfriend cheats on him and his sister reveals a painful family secret, Blade
is shattered.  Lost and confused, he takes off on a journey to the other side of the globe and away from his Hollywood
upbringing, on a quest to find answers, and, perhaps, himself.  Relentless in his pursuit of the one link he has to his
mother, Blade also discovers that even a trip to Ghana won’t let him escape his father, his past, or his present.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS guys and girls; fans of realistic fiction, music, family drama, novels in poem/song/texts
RATING: 4.3 out of 5 stars - page-turner, compelling plight of main character, fragmented in spots, weak resolution
TOPICS & THEMES: music, poems, coming of age, father-son relationships, family secrets, Ghana
Anderson, Natalie. City of Saints and Thieves. G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2017. 432 pages
Tina’s heart is filled with a desire to protect her little sister and avenge her mother’s death.  Now sixteen
and living on the streets in Kenya, Tina has fallen in with a street gang, the Goondas, and she is obsessed
with exposing Mr. Greyhill, the man whom she is certain murdered her mother.  Through her work with the
Goondas, Tina concocts a plan to take down Greyhill, which involves breaking through multiple layers of
home and tech security to steal data from his computer.  But Greyhill is also father to Michael, Tina’s
childhood playmate and the young man who catches her in the act of breaking into his father’s house.
Now Michael’s in charge, threatening to turn her in, while also getting caught up in a master plan to
uncover his father’s involvement in criminal activity. Tina and Michael, plus Tina’s tech genius friend Boyboy, are in a race
against time to discover secrets about Tina’s past. Their sleuthing takes them to the Congo and into the danger of
corruption and dark places they never imagined.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys; fans of adventure and survival stories and dark realistic fiction
RATING: 4.5 out of 5 stars – quick pace, good character development, and engaging and suspenseful plot
TOPICS & THEMES: Congo, Kenya, street crimes, corruption, mining, poverty, loyalty, revenge, technology, gangs
Brennan, Sarah Rees. In Other Lands. Big Mouth House, 2017. 432 pages
Meet Elliot at age 13 and then follow him through four years of special training in a secret school in a
fantasy land called the Borderlands.  Elliot is an abrasive, know-it-all version of Harry Potter - there’s good in
there, but his social interactions are awkward and his manners poor and his sarcasm meter high.  Within
this magical world of the Borderlands, Elliot trains to protect the land, and meets the likes of Serene, a
bad-ass and super smart elf who for some reason likes and sticks up for Elliot, as well as Luke Sunborn, a
native to the Borderlands who is a strong, handsome warrior.  Over four years, Elliot, Serene, and Luke
build a genuine friendship, face adventures and villains together, fall in and out of romance, and discover some
uncomfortable truths about the Borderlands.  In the end, they must decide what they are willing to fight for and how hard
they are willing to fight.
AUDIENCE: HS girls and guys; fans of online serials and fantasy sagas, those with patience for long rising action
RATING: 4 out of 5 stars - niche audience but funny, awkward, good character change/growth
TOPICS & THEMES: fantasy worlds, unlikely friendships, gender roles, coming of age, bisexuality, warriors
Crowder, Melanie. An Uninterrupted View of the Sky. Philomel, 2017. 340 pages
Growing up in Bolivia in the 1990s, Francisco’s family is poor but life is stable, and Francisco is perfectly
happy being halfway into school, an okay big brother, and a passionate soccer player. But then his life is torn
apart when his father is unjustly arrested and thrown in prison. In a flash, Francisco’s mom flees and
Francisco and his little sister are left to live inside the prison with their father. But a Bolivian prison is no place
for kids - and Francisco is losing hope that his father will ever be freed. On edge, filled with anger, suspicious
of authority, and scared of what might come next for his little sister, Francisco feels like he has no good
choices, no hope, and no power to change his fate.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS guys and girls; fans of realistic fiction, survival stories, coming of age, lyrical writing
RATING: 4.5 out of 5 stars - dark and sad with good characters on a meaningful journey - poems mixed in work okay
TOPICS & THEMES: coming of age, survival, prison, Bolivia, drug trade, prison families, corruption

Lindstrom, Eric. A Tragic Kind of Wonderful. Poppy, 2017. 281 pages
Mel’s brother dies, her parents divorce, and now she is facing a not very shocking diagnosis of bipolar
disorder, given her family’s history of mental illness.  As Mel navigates a new world of managing her illness,
she continues to work at the retirement home where her grandmother lived before she passed.  It is there
she can hide from the pain of her broken relationship with her former best friend, Zumi, and it there she
meets David, a young man settling his grandmother into her new home. As Mel and David grow a friendship
in front of the old folks, Mel’s depression and anger flare up unpredictably, and despite David’s steadfast
patience and sweetness, she is resistant to letting others in to help her process the complexities of her
illness. Mel realizes she will be consumed by rage and guilt until she faces the circumstances surrounding her brother’s
death, but is she ready to go to such a dark place?
AUDIENCE: HS girls and guys; fans of intense stories about depression and loss, realistic teen fiction
RATING: 4.4 out of 5 - super heavy, love David and her therapist friend from the retirement home
TOPICS & THEMES: mental illness, therapy, suicide, healing, coming of age, survival, medication, bipolar disorder
Lu, Marie. Warcross. G.P. Putnam's Sons Books for Young Readers, 2017. 368 pages
After the death of her father, Emika Chen is broke, about to be evicted from her apartment, and barely
making money as a bounty hunter trying to catch people illegally betting on the fantasy game of Warcross.
Thinking she can earn some cash as a hacker, she exploits a glitch in the internationally hyped opening
ceremonies of this year’s Warcross Games, and she ends up exposing her identity to the world.  When
Hideo Tanaka, the billionaire creator of the games, decides to hire her as a spy to find a saboteur, Emika
feels grateful he isn’t sending her to prison and she lets him spirit her away to Tokyo, pamper her with nice
hotel rooms, and insert her as a Wild Card into the Warcross Games so she can be embedded in the
action. Now on the hunt for Zero, a mysterious figure from the dark world, Emi must learn how to work with her team and
trust others after being on on her own for so long.  On the inside, she faces danger in her role as a cyberpunk, and she
questions who the bad guy really is in all of this...and we all have to read the sequel to find out!
AUDIENCE: MS & HS guys and girls; fans of tech fantasy worlds, video games, adventure, suspense
RATING: 4.6 out of 5 stars - compelling, fast paced, like a techy Hunger Games - don’t love the romance
TOPICS & THEMES: hacking, virtual reality, world building, bounty hunting, survival, poverty, sabotage, fame and fortune
Nielsen, Susin. Optimists Die First. Wendy Lamb Books, 2017. 240 pages
Petula’s little sister Maxine died two years ago, and Tula still blames herself, suffocating under a blanket of
guilt.  She is obsessed with tragedy happening anywhere, anytime, even scrapbooking news clippings
about unusual accidents.  Tula is broken, school is falling apart, and friendships are crumbling.  Pushed to
join a ”Breakfast Club” type art therapy group with other at risk teenagers, Tula feels like she is stuck with a
band of misfits...until handsome and funny Jacob joins the group.  Jacob has a prosthetic arm and is
clearly burdened with his own secrets, but he and Tula eventually hit it off when they have to work together
on a project.  Turns out, Jacob is a talented filmmaker, and the two end up collaborating on a funny cat video, which leads
to additional videos that help their art therapy group face issues, too.  While Tula is working to face her past, she realizes
there is more going on with Jacob that he has revealed.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls, some guys; fans of coming age stories, overcoming tragedy/loss, realistic fiction
RATING: 4 out of 5 stars - quick read, compelling characters, realistic pain
TOPICS & THEMES: emotional survival, tragedy, family, friendships, OCD, art therapy, secrets, cat videos
Polisner, Gae. The Memory of Things. St. Martin’s Griffin, 2017. 288 pages
Kyle is a student at Stuyvesant High School in Manhattan on September 11, 2001, and when the planes hit
the Towers, he and his classmates are told to run away from the city, the smoke, and the ash.  As he is
crossing the bridge into Brooklyn, Kyle spots a girl wearing wings who looks like she is about to jump.  He
pulls her down, and unsure of what else to do, brings her home with him.  Kyle’s dad is NYPD and is thrust
into the middle of the emergency response, and his mom and sister are stuck in LA because all airports
are closed. That leaves Kyle in charge of caring for this mystery girl with some sort of amnesia, as well as
for his uncle, who is in a wheelchair with a spinal cord injury from his time in the military.  In the chaos,
Alex searches for clues to the girl’s identity, and it becomes clear that her struggles extend well beyond this tragic day.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys;  those with interest in 9-11, fans of realistic fiction touched by magical realism
RATING:  3.5 out of 5 stars – slow at times, but a compelling portrait of how 9-11 affected so many
TOPICS & THEMES: helping each other, faces of trauma, amnesia, family, fear, terrorism, 9-11, mental illness

Taylor, Jessica. A Map for Wrecked Girls. Dial, 2017. 368 pages
Emma and Henri, HS aged sisters and best friends, until jealousy and boy troubles break their bond, and
Emma feels forced to tattle on her big sister in an attempt to do the right thing.  Now the sisters are not
talking, freezing each other out to the point where their mom decides she can’t leave them at home and
decides to take them on a work trip to Puerto Rico with her.  While things begin to thaw just a little, the
sisters meet some cute boys and decide to go with them on a boat ride.  But then their boat explodes, one
boy dies, and the sisters and the other boy, Alex, are left floating and alone.  Lucky enough to come upon
land, the trio barely comes together enough to survive months of deserted island life.  When a bond grows between
Emma and Alex, Henri is suspicious and distant.  While Alex literally has a backpack full of secrets, it turns out that the
sisters have quite a few secrets to reveal themselves.
AUDIENCE: upper MS, HS girls; fans of survival stories, realistic fiction, sister drama, romance
RATING: 3.8 out of 5 stars - older sister is annoying but the adventure and suspense draw the reader in
TOPICS & THEMES: survival, coming of age, family, sisters, first love, drugs, anger
Walton, Julia. Words on Bathroom Walls.  Random House for Young Readers, 2017. 284 pages
Something happened to Adam at his last school, which is one reason he is at a new school looking for a
fresh start.  Adam is also starting a drug trial to treat his schizophrenia, and his journals to his therapist
serve to monitor his progress with the drug, as well as tell his story.  Adam tries to stay under the radar at
school, and then he meets Maya, and she is smart and she likes him and she makes him feel like a normal
teenager.  But it is exhausting trying to keep his active schizophrenic world hidden from Maya, as she is
observant of his moods and behavior quirks.  Spending time with Maya feels good to Adam, but he also
doesn’t know how much he should tell her about his mental illness, afraid he will scare her off.  Just when
Adam lets himself have a little hope, things start to fall apart - a classmate is out to get him, his meds begin to have a
negative impact on his health, and his relationship with Maya falters.  Just how much can Adam take?
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls and guys; fans of realistic fiction, stories about mental illness and bullying
RATING: 4.8 out of 5 stars - great relationship between Maya and Adam, positive portrayal of parents, honest and raw
TOPICS & THEMES: schizophrenia, medication, friendship, secrets, bullying, coming of age, family, first love
Weston, Carol. Speed of Life. Sourcebooks Jabberwocky, 2017. 329 pages
Sofia and her dad are still struggling to find happiness a year after her mom's death.  Then her best friend
Kiki turns her on to teen advice columnist Dear Kate, and Sofia finds herself pouring her heart out in emails
to Dear Kate.  Through the anonymity of the name NYC Catlover, Sofia can ask Kate all the embarrassing
questions about boys and being a teenager and her dad dating again, all of which is confusing for Sofia.
And then her dad wants her to meet his new girlfriend, and in a twist of fate, it turns out the new girlfriend is
KATE herself!  Sofia is horrified at first, and soon her dad tells her they are moving in with Kate and Sofia
will attend a new school.  Sofia meets Kate’s complicated and cranky daughter Alexa, who is definitely not
pleased that she has to share her house, her mom, and even an ex-boyfriend with Sofia.  Still struggling to heal from her
loss, Sofia turns to her grandfather, who lives in Spain, and his soft presence helps her find perspective and reflection she
needs to move forward.
AUDIENCE: MS and HS girls; fans of realistic fiction, romance, advice columns, stories about blended families
RATING: 4.8 out of 5 stars - breezy and heavy at the same time - good pacing, cheeseball ending but sweet
TOPICS & THEMES: loss, grief, trust, advice, friendships, moving, second chances, rough exteriors, healing
Younge-Ullman, Danielle.  Everything Beautiful is Not Ruined.  Viking Books, 2017. 368 pages
Two storylines:  The first is Ingrid stuck on a wilderness survival trip for teens, barely surviving; and the
second is a series of chronological flashbacks to Ingrid’s childhood with her famous opera star mother.
Growing up, Ingrid loves music, but when her mom loses her voice and is forced to leave the life she loves,
the music also fades from Ingrid’s life. Over the years, her mom grows into a depressed alcoholic and Ingrid
longs for her to notice her and love her and pay attention to her.  Desperate to find happiness for herself and
her mother, Ingrid secretly tries out for a school musical and wins the lead, but her mother is unable to share
in her happiness.  Her mother also makes it clear that Ingrid is not allowed to go to music school in London
unless she successfully completes the wilderness program, which is crazy intense both physically and mentally.  Ingrid
must dig deep to survive, succeed, and reconnect with her mother before it’s too late.
AUDIENCE: HS girls; fans of realistic fiction, mother-daughter drama, flashbacks, books by Sarah Dessin
RATING: 4.7 out of 5 stars - engaging main character, suspense, intense wilderness survival scenes, good step father
TOPICS & THEMES: Outward Bound, depression, opera, mothers & daughters, loss, anger, perseverance

2017 TITLES - MIDDLE SCHOOL PROTAGONISTS



Beasley, Cassie. Tumble and Blue. Dial Books, 2017. 400 pages.
When Blue’s father drops him off to spend the summer at Grandma Eve's house near the Okefenokee
Swamp, Blue has never felt more like a loser...and Blue knows what it means to lose, because that’s his
curse: he will lose at everything.  Blue is a Montgomery and half of the Montgomerys are cursed, which is
why all kinds of crazy cursed relatives also come to Grandma Eve’s this particular summer, in hopes of
getting a new fate from the golden alligator under the red crescent moon.  Enter Tumble, who more than
anything wants to be a hero but who always finds herself in the midst of trouble. Together, Tumble and Blue
attempt to make sense of the past, the present, and the future.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls and guys; fans of realistic stories with a magical twist, adventure and mishaps
RATING: 4.5 out of 5 stars - this book grows on you - would make a great read aloud
TOPICS & THEMES: folklore, curses, Okefenokee Swamp, magical realism, altering destiny, father-son, friendships
Cheng, Jack. See You in the Cosmos.  Dial Books, 2017.  320 pages
Alex is a rocket-obsessed 11-year-old making a series of recordings on his Golden iPod in an attempt to
communicate with other beings in space.  Alex is also the man of the house, taking care of his mom, who
has good days when they hang out and bad days when she wanders away and Alex has to climb on the
roof to find where she is in the neighborhood.  Alex has been planning for weeks to go to SHARF, a rocket
festival in the desert in Albuquerque, chatting with other festival-goers online, preparing his rocket, and
preparing meals for his mother to eat while he is gone. Alex’s journey to the rocket festival kicks off an
unpredictable adventure, which includes, in no particular order: hanging out with a monk in training, a failed
rocket launch, finding a step sister he didn’t know he had, traveling to Las Vegas, losing his dog, going to LA to find his
brother, and falling off a roof.  The only constant in Alex’s life is the Golden iPod, and right when it seems like his life is
falling apart, his found family steps up.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls and girls; fans of adventures, rockets, space, and wacky characters
RATING:  4 out of 5 stars – a meandering tale, stream of consciousness, spectrum-y narrator with youthful naiveté
TOPICS & THEMES: found families, schizophrenia, friendships, emotions, power of words, sci fi geeks, boy and his dog
Lupica, Mike. Lone Stars. Philomel, 2017. 240 pages
Clay loves football, having grown up in a football family and a football town in Texas. Clay’s middle school
team is one of the best and he is geared up for a new season running routes and catching touchdowns
from David, the quarterback and his best friend, all while under the expert tutelage of Coach Cooper, a
former NFL star himself.  But Coach’s knees hurt and sometimes he forgets things, and then Clay takes a
huge hit in a game and struggles to regain his form.  The growing concern around concussions has cast a
shadow over his passion for the game, and Clay wrangles with his feelings about taking hard hits, as well
as Coach’s increasing memory lapses.  Maddie, David’s little sister and the team manager, loves football
and Coach as much as Clay, and together, the two of them do everything they can to save the season
and to help coach make it to an important ceremony honoring his football life.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS guys; fans of football and sports stories, realistic fiction, those interested in concussions
RATING: 4.3 out of 5 stars - love the awesome football scenes but am troubled by the way the kids keep Coach’s secret
TOPICS & THEMES: concussions, coming of age, role models, fear, coaches, secrets, dementia, football
Vail, Rachel. well that was awkward. Viking Books for Young Readers, 2017.  320 pages
Gracie is an only child who is the sunshine in her parents’ lives.  She is about to turn 14 when she is
suddenly love-struck by a crush on her friend AJ.  Now, Gracie can’t breathe without choking anytime
she’s around AJ. Turns out, AJ actually likes her best friend, Sienna, which is awkward but also makes
Gracie happy for her friend, right?  Then Sienna asks Gracie to help her text AJ, and soon, Gracie is
basically writing all the texts, in a Roxanne/Cyrano type story.  This roller coaster of 8th
  grade includes a
Russian turtle, mean girl drama, a boring boy-girl birthday party trip to Ellis Island, and the lovable
Emmett, a child opera singer and loyal buddy to both AJ and Gracie.  Gracie’s parents struggle to see
their daughter caught up in teen angst, while Gracie struggles in the shadow of her older sister, the one
who died before Gracie was born but whose handprint plate lives above the refrigerator.  Will Gracie
make it through 8th grade, while also letting her parents know how hard it is for her to always be the happy one?
AUDIENCE: MS girls & guys; fans of realistic fiction, middle school gossip and drama, friendship stories
RATING: 4.5 out of 5 stars – fast read, strong female protagonist, good voice, realistic plot points
TOPICS & THEMES: friendships, gossip, texting, middle school angst, mean girls, loyalty, popularity, unrequited love

HOOK ‘EM! NEW GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLERS
All's Faire in Middle School by Victoria
Jamieson (author of Roller Girl, my fave
graphic novel ever!)

Imogene is eleven and she has decided
it’s time she stop homeschooling and start
public school.  Imogene’s parents work at
the Renaissance Faire, which is a secret
she fears will get in the way of her
attempts at being popular in middle school.  Lots of
lessons for Imogene as she betrays friends and family on
her path to finding herself.
Invisible Emmie by Terri Libenson
(author of the comic strip The Pajama
Diaries)
Two storylines run parallel and then
collide in this half illustrated, half graphic
novel.  Emmie is introverted, artistic, and
she feels invisible in school.  Katie is cool,
fun, and outgoing. Something happens
that brings these opposite personalities together and
teaches them about each other and themselves.

Swing It, Sunny by Jennifer Holm
(sequel to Sunny Side Up)

After a summer with her grandfather,
Sunny is back home and starting middle
school, which is not as fun as she hoped.
Plus, her older brother is back home, but
he has changed, and Sunny isn’t sure
how to navigate the relationships in her
life.  It’s getting harder to stay positive, but new friendships
help bring perspective to her struggles.
Brave by Svetlana Chmakova
(companion book to Awkward)
Life in middle school is confusing for
Jensen.  In his mind, he is a bit of a
superhero, but in reality, his classes are
hard, some boys bully him, and even his
art club friends don’t always include him.
Once he connects with two girls who
work on the school newspaper, Jensen is forced to open
his eyes to the uncool things happening in his school.

The Most Powerful Non-YA Book I Read This Year

You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me - Sherman Alexie - Multi genre reflections on childhood and his relationship with
his mother.  Honest, raw, rich, important.

What I’m reading now/reading next:
Too Shattered for Mending by Peter Brown Hoffmeister - Family secrets threaten to sink Little McCardell, as his
grandfather disappears, his older brother goes to prison, and Little gets caught illegally hunting, which now means he is
beholden to the law or else.
Patina by Jason Reynolds - Second book in the Track series (first one Ghost) - Patty is new to the track team, and she
comes with all kinds of baggage, including bullying, mother-daughter tension, and attitude problems - good thing Coach
won’t tolerate her messing up.
Suspect Red by L.M. Elliott - It’s the Cold War, and Richard’s father works for the FBI at a time when Communism and
spies make everyone suspicious, which is why his new friendship with a boy from Czechoslovakia is confusing for Richard
and his family.  Multi-genre text.
Restart by Gordon Korman - Chase falls off a roof, forgets everything about himself and his life, and as he restarts his
life, he comes to realize some painful truths about who he was before his accident.

